
Discussion Questions
Week 9 - Social Networks

Milardo & Allan (1997)

1. Milardo and Allan discuss how social network approval influences primate relationships, where disapproval 
can result in in-group fighting, fewer resources being allocated to the pairing, and isolation. Is the predictive 
power of social network approval on relationship fate an evolutionary mechanism designed to prevent dyads 
from receiving fewer resources and care from social networks? 

Agnew et al. (2001)

2. Agnew and colleagues conclude that network perception of a dyad significantly predicts the fate of that dyad. 
Are friends of partners able to actually predict relationship fate, or do their persisting attitudes about a 
relationship influence the couple to either remain together or break up? 

3. Why does having more joint-friends within a dyad, rather than individual friends, predict relationship 
longevity? The self-expansion model may suggest this provides less room for individuals to expand themselves 
outside their current social circles. Whereas the interdependence model may view sharing joint-friends as an 
additional investment in the relationship, as dissolution may jeopardize those friendships. What actual 
mechanism is occurring here? 

4. Agnew et al. (2001) predicted and found that “Her friends” (p<.003) are significantly greater at predicting 
future breakup than “His friends” (p<.353) or “Joint friends” (p<.103). Joint friends are much closer to reaching 
significance than his friends. Is this because joint friends can be female as well? How do you imagine that 
friends who start out as either “hers” or “his” and become joint friends are likely to compare in predictability of 
future breakup?

5. Agnew et al. (2001) has some limitations in that they do not include homosexual couples within their sample. 
How do you think male homosexual couples and female homosexsual couples will compare to this sample? 
Will joint friends be a better predictor of homosexual relationships or heterosexual relationships?

Green et al. 2008

6. Is the third-party forgiveness phenomenon Green and colleagues observe an example of interdependence 
theory in practice? Green and colleagues touch on commitment as a factor, but focus primarily on amends-
making and apologizing as reasons for their observation. Interdependence theory would likely predict that 
higher relationship investment, fewer relationship alternatives, and higher relationship satisfaction would 
predict a greater willingness to forgive transgressions. Given that a third-party is not invested in a relationship 
with the transgressor, does this considerably hamper their likeliness to forgive regardless of amends-making or 
apologies? 

7. Green et al. (2008) investigates the Third-party forgiveness effect in their two experiments. In both 
experiments they found that third parties are less forgiving to first parties (i.e. the third-party forgiveness effect). 
To what extent do you think dispositional attribution versus situational attribution cause these effects? If this 
study had included participants who were not in relationships at the time but were included in the third-party 
condition, would the feel similarly less forgiving compared to their in-relationship third-party counterpart? Do 
you think that dispositional attributions or situational attributions would be greater for these non-relationship 
participants?
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Lehmiller & Agnew 2006

8. How does mutual social network disapproval, as opposed to the social network of only one of the partner’s 
disapproving influence a relationship? If the social network of only one of the partners disapproves, this 
stressful experience of disapproval is unique to only one partner. If both partners experience social network 
disapproval, this may act as a shared negative experience which they can both relate to, thus increasing 
commitment. Do marginalized dyads exhibit greater relationship commitment because they share and relate to 
the negative experience of social network disapproval?

9. Lehmiller & Agnew (2006) noted a variety of limitations in their study, including a lack of complete analyses 
involving all types of marginalized groups, such as interfaith couples. Do you think interfaith couples will exhibit 
similar investment and commitment levels to the here examined marginalized groups or will be perceived as 
more similar to non-marginalized groups? Likewise, they admit that they used an abridged version of the 
Investment model scale in order to maximize responses in their online questionnaire. Do you think this is a 
potential limitation and confound of their results? What could they have done differently to gather more 
responses with more information?

Slatcher 2010

10. Is the effect observed here merely a result of couples in a lab setting enjoying the novel and arousing 
activity of self-disclosure, as opposed to the more monotonous activity of small-talk? 

11. Might attachment style influence how individuals perceive a self-disclosure task as opposed to a small talk 
task? Would avoidant individuals who fear self-disclosure feel more uncomfortable and less close to a partner 
they were asked to self-disclose with in a lab setting? 

12. Slatcher (2010) found that couples in the high-disclosure condition were more likely to talk to/interact with 
the couple they were paired with than those in the small talk condition. As we learned with self-expansion 
theory, exciting and new self-expansion experiences later in the relationship mean more to individuals after 3+ 
years in a relationship. Despite couples being in a relationship for an average of 2 years in this study, do you 
think there were greater effects of reaching out to couple pairs in couples that were together for 3+ years? Do 
you think older couples (40+ years of age) paired with younger couples in the high-disclosure condition would 
be just as likely to contact their paired couple if they were included in this study? How would this these results 
differ with an older and more settled couple? 
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